SUBALGEBRAS OF GROUP ALGEBRAS
ROGER RIGELHOF

I. Let G be a locally compact group and m its Haar measure. For
any m-measurable
subset 5 of G, let L(S) be the subspace of Ll(G)
consisting of elements/
such that fo\s \f\dm = 0. If 5 is a subsemigroup then 7.(5) is a subalgebra of L1(G). Various papers ([4], [5]
and [7]) have been devoted to the study of L (S) and to the question
of whether there is a subsemigroup
Fsuch that L(S) =L(T) whenever
L(S) is an algebra. In [5] it is shown that this is the case whenever 5
is contained in a o--compact subset. A related problem is the following.
Let dS be the set of all x in G such that each measurable neighborhood
of x meets 5 in a set of positive measure. Whenever L(S) is an algebra,
dS is a subsemigroup
[7], but it need not be true that L(S) =L(dS).
In this paper we show that in certain cases L(S) =L(dS). Using this
we give very easy proofs of some of the results in [4] and [7].
Let M(G) be the Banach *-algebra of bounded regular Borel measures on G. (We follow [3] in the definition of Borel subsets etc.)

For a Borel subset 5 of G, let M(S) be the set of pEM(G)
|p| (G\S) =0. Suppose

that 5 is a measurable

subsemigroup

with

of G so

that L(S) is a subalgebra of L^G). Let L(S)T be the algebra of left
multipliers

of L(S), i.e. the algebra of bounded

into itself such thatirf/

linear maps 7r of L(S)

* g) =irf * g. Let S*= {xEG: xS\S is locally

null}. In this paper we show that if G is abelian then S* is closed and
that M(S")EL(Sy,
and under certain additional hypotheses
M(S*)
= L(S)T. This question has been considered
by Birtel in [l] and
T. A. Davis in [2]. The question is of some interest since Davis
(op. cit.) showed that for abelian G, the Wiener-Pitt
phenomenon
occurs for measures in L(S)T.
II. Let Co(G) be the Banach space of continuous complex-valued
functions on G which "vanish at infinity." Let/ be a function on G;
the support of/, Supp(/) is the closure of {xEG:f(x)^0}.
Let K(G)
be the subspace of C0(G) of functions whose support is compact. Let
p be a measure on G. The support of p, Supp(p) is the smallest closed
subset of G whose complement has |p|-measure
zero.
It is well known that L1(G) may be identified with the subspace of
M(G) of measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to the
Haar measure m, and as such is a two-sided closed ideal in M(G).
The 50-topology (resp. sor-topology) on M(G) is the coarsest topology
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such that for every X in L1(G) the mapping lu-^li * X (resp. py->X * pt)
is a continuous mapping of M(G) into L1(G).
The first proposition
is a well-known property of the support of a
measure, and we omit the proof.

Proposition

1. Let Sbea closed subset of G and let p.eM(G). Then u

is in M(S) if and only ifix(f) = Ofor eachfeK(G) with SC\Supp(f) = 0.
For xEG,

let e* be the Dirac

measure

at x, i.e. ex(f) =/(x)

for

fECo(G).
Proposition

2. Let S be a Borel subset of G. S is closed if and only if

M(S) is so-closed.
Proof. Suppose that M(S) is so-closed and that a is in the closure
of 5. The mapping x>—^ is so-continuous
[3, 20.4] so that taEM(S).
This means that ea(G\S) = 0 and consequently
aES. Thus S is closed.

Now suppose that 5 is closed and let mGC1s0 M(S). There is a net

(uj'-jEJ)

in M(S) such that juyiV. and Supply)ES.

he such that

5P\Supp(/)

= 0 ■ There

Fof e in G such that 5P\Supp(/)F

is a symmetric

Let/ in K(G)
neighborhood

= 0' [3, 4.10]. Let e>0 be given,

then by the uniform continuity of / there is a neighborhood
U of e
in G such that |/(xy) —f(x) \ ^e/2\\u\\ ior all x in G and y in U. Let X
be a positive measure in L1(G) such that Supp(X)CPHF,
and

||X||=1. Then \ff(xy)d\(y)-f(x)\^/2\\u\\
ge/2. If yGF
CSupp(/)F,

so that \n *\(f)-u(f)\

and xEG is such that/(xy)^0
consequently

fv f(xy)d\(y)

then xGSupp(/)

= 0 whenever

My* X(/) =0. Since \EL1(G) there is a jo such thatj^j0=^\\ptj
= t/2||/||.

Thus ior j^jo,

xES.

F"1
Thus

* X—p. * X||

we have

Im(/)I =£| u(f)- u * Mf)| + \hj* \(f) - u *\(f) | + | Uj*\(f) |
Ze/2 + \\UJ*\-u*\\\
Therefore

we must have p(f)=0

H/ll
for any/G-P(G)

with 5i^Supp(/)

= 0. By Proposition 1, p. is in M(S).
Remark. Let <r(M(G), C0(G)) he the coarsest topology on M(G)
such that for each fEC0(G), the map p.t-*u(f) is continuous. It is not
difficult to show that a Borel subset 5 of G is closed if and only if

M(S) is <r(M(G), Co(G))-c\osed.
III. Let S be an raz-measurable subset of G, define dSEG by
dS= {xGG: if Pis an open neighborhood of x, then m(UC\S)>0}.
If 5 is locally null then L(S) = (0). To avoid this trivial case we shall
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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suppose

throughout

[November

that 5 is not locally null and then dS^0.

Note

that dS is always closed and that L(S) = L(Sf~\dS) [7].
Theorem
1. Let S be an m-measurable
L(dS) are dense in M(dS)sa.
Proof.

Since dS is closed, M(dS)

subset of G. Then L(S) and

is 50-closed (Proposition

2) and

since L(S)EL(dS)
it suffices to show that M(dS)EC\soL(S).
Let
xEdS,'KEL1(G) and e>0 be given. By [3, 20.15] there is a neighborhood

U of e such

pEM(G)

that

with ||p||=l

neighborhood

||p*X—X||^e

for every

and u(G\U)=0.

of x. Let pEL(SCW)

positive

measure

Let V = xU, then
be a positive

V is a

measure

with

||p|| = 1. Then ex-i *p (G\U) =0 and [|e^—i* p|| = 1. Therefore
J|p * X — tx * X|| = ||e"z-i* p * X — X|| ^ t.

Clearly pEL(S) so that €X£C1S„
L(S). Thus xEdS implies exEC\s<>L(S).
By Proposition

2 of [6], each \EM(dS)

the linear span of {e^: xEdS}
Proposition

is an so-adherence

so it follows that M(dS)EC\s,

3. Let S be an m-measurable

point

of

L(S).

subset of G. If L(S) is an

algebra then L(dS) * L(dS)EL(S).
Proof. Let pEL(dS) and let (py: jEJ)EL(S)
be a net such that
Pyi^p. Let \EL(S)
then p;*XGL(5)
and py * X converges in the
norm to p * X. Therefore

p * \EL(S)

since L(S) is norm closed. This

shows that L(dS) * L(S) EL(S). Theorem 1 remains true if we replace
the so-topology by the sor-topology. Consequently
for \EL(dS)
there

is a net (Xy:jEJ)

in L(S) such that Xyi^X. For pEL(dS)

P * ^-jEL(S) and p * Xy converges to p * X in the norm.
that p * \EL(S)
which proves the proposition.

Corollary

we have

This means

1. If L(S) is an algebra and if eEdS, then L(dS) =L(S).

Proof. This follows from the proposition,
since eEdS implies that
L(dS) has an approximate
unit.
In [7] Simon showed that if L(S) is a nontrivial *-subalgebra then
dS is a subgroup of G. Using this and Corollary 1, we have

Corollary

2. Suppose that L(S) is a *-subalgebra, thenL(S) =L(dS).

Corollary

3. Suppose that G is compact. If L(S) is a subalgebra of

Ll(G) then dS is a closed subgroup of G and L(S) =L(dS).
Proof.

A closed

subsemigroup

of a compact

a subgroup.
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Definition.
Let 5
algebra we shall follow
ishing algebra is called
subalgebra
and if for

implies L(S) =P(P)

be a measurable subset of G. Ii L(S) is an
[7] and call L(S) a vanishing algebra. A vana maximal vanishing algebra if it is a proper
every vanishing algebra P(P), L(S)EL(T)

or L(T) =L1(G).

We now give a very easy proof of a result
orem 5].

Theorem

407

2. If L(S) is a maximal

due to Liu [4, The-

vanishing

algebra, then dS is a

closed subsemigroup and L(S) =L(dS).

Proof.

We need only show L(S)=L(dS).

If L(S)^L(dS)

then

by the maximality of L(S), L(dS) = P1(G), thus d(dS) =dS is a subgroup and by Corollary 1, L(dS) —L(S) a contradiction.
IV. In this section we assume throughout that G is a locally compact abelian group.

Proposition

uEM(dS)

4. Let irEL(S)ir,

then given xEdS,

such that for each fEL(S),

there is a measure

ex * trf = Li*/.

Proof. Let (e,: jEJ)
he a norm bounded net in L(S) such that
ej^ez. Then (irej-.jEJ)
is a norm bounded net in M(G) and there is
therefore a subnet (irejw) and a pteM(G) such that xe^i^/i
(here a

is theo-(M(G), C0(G))-topology). Since convolution isa(M(G), C0(G))continuous [6] we have for/ in L(S), ire/(o */"^a */. On the other
hand convolution is also so-continuous, so that
so

vejd) *f = 7r(e,(,-)*/) = e/«) **-/—>•e* * wf.
Thus we have ex * irf=pt */. To complete

that uEM(dS),
closed (remark

the proof we need to show

and this follows since M(dS) is o-(M(G), C0(G))following

Proposition

2) and L(S)EM(dS).

Proposition
5. Let S be a subsemigroup of G with nonzero Haar
measure and let S"= {xEG: xS\S is locally null}. Then ST is closed.

Proof.
fEL(S)}

By Proposition 4, L(S)'=
so it follows that

L(S)r

{uEM(G):
is so-closed

u *fEL(S)
since L(S)

for all
is norm

closed. It is clear thatxG-ST if and only if exEL(S)T. By Proposition 2
of [6] Xy—>xif and only if eXj^>exin the so-topology.

It follows that

S* is closed.
Theorem

3. Let S be a subsemigroup of G having nonzero Haar measure.

Then M(S*)EL(S)* and if eEdS then M(S*)= M(dS)=L(S)*.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof.

Since 5T is closed, pEM(ST)

so it follows from Proposition
so-adherence

each p in M(ST) is an

point of the linear span of {ex: xEST}.

is in L(S)* so that M(S*)EL(S)*
so-closed

if and only if Supp(p)CST

2 of [6] that

(Propositions

Each tx in M(ST)

since both M(S*) and L(S)r are

2 and 5).

If eEdS then by Proposition 4, L(S)*EM(dS).
Proposition 3 that M(dS)EM(Sr).
Remark.
however

T. A. Davis [2] states that L(S)rEM(Sr)

it appears

It follows from
(Theorem 3.5)

that his proof is not complete.
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